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Friday, November 4, 1966

Homecoming a "Must Win"

Lobos Pu I I Out Stops for Ra ms Game

By JE])'F DENNAim
The UNM Lobos will be using
all the tricks in the bag this Saturday as they try to kick the
losing habit in the Homecoming
game against Colorado State
Rams.
There is no doubt that a win
is a must for the Wolfpack who
are Pl'esently in the midst of their
longest losing streak since Bill
Weeks took over the reins as
head coach in 1960.
If the streak is to be broken,
curing the impotency of the offense will be the first task. The

Lobo ball moving unit has scored
only 31 points in their last five
contests, The offense has been
able to move the ball around midfield, but they have trouble when
they get inside the opponents'
twenty yard line.
·
Have New Blood
New blood inserted into the
lineup in the last two games has
produced some pleasant surprises, but not quite enough to
surp1·ise the other team. The
Lobos Ios.t what looked like a
good break-away threat when Ace
Hendrick was injured at Utah

during his first offensive showing of the season, Ron Romans
has been another bright spot . in
the hum-drum offense. He made
his debut l\gainst Wyoming and
has now secured a starting role,
Doug Hendrick to Play
Quarterback Rick Beitler may
find himself sharing the role of
signal-caller this week as Doug
Hendrick is slated to see more
action, Hendrick has always
played in the shadow of a bigger
name, but in the last two years
has often come through when
called upon. He engineered the
only sustained drive against the
Utes last week and showed the
leadership needed to guide the
team.
The offensive line which resembled
a sieve at the start of
EDITOR .JEFF DENNARD
the losing streak has improved
somewhat in the games against
BYU and Utah. However on crucial plays blocking assignments
are still missed and, quarterbacks
are dumped.
Defense Lagging
Defensively the Lobos are in
need of team play. The panic button has been pushed every time
something goes wrong-usually
when the opposition pours it on.
The defensive line has not shown
By JEFF DENNARD
21, The University of Prague on the great rush they are capable
The UNM basketball team, Jan. 9, and the Japanese Olympic of since the Utah State game at
which bas been practicing since Team on Feb. 6.
the opening of the season.
Oct. 15, is looking like the team
Man-for-man the UNM defensLuckey Soccer Team
the coaches say it will be. The
ive line is as tough as any in the
Lobos have last season's duo of
The word from the UNM soc- conference and probably as tough
Mel Daniels and Bill Morgan cer team is that they were lucky as any the Lobes have faced. But
working up front with transfer
while the Wolfpack's opponents
Ron Sanford and sophomore to get away with their 4-2 vic- have given the Lobos fits with
Howie Grimes also seeing action tory over New Mexico State last their pass rush, the Lobos' front
weekend. It seems that the op- five seldom get to the opposition's
at the posts positions.
position
had numerous opportuni- quarterback. With the material
Working at the guard positions
ties
to
score
but couldn't get the they have in the line the Lobes
(we have two this year) are Ron
ball
in
the
goal.
Nelson, a transfer from NMMI,
certainly should not be yielding
Frank Judge, from Cameron JC,
rushing yardage in the manner
TW Coach Moans
Coach Don Haskins of the that they have.
NCAA Champion Texas Western
Line Backers Could Blitz
basketball team is afraid of a
The defensive backs, linebackslow start by his team. "We'll ers included, are young and have
probably be so fat headed and not played together before, but
lazy we won't; be able to play a
here again the material is good.
lick," Haskins said. "You can The speed .is better than average
bet we better be ready to play or and all of the young men playing
our ears will be torn off by the back there are bitters. The line·
Don Hoover, Ben Monroe, Ray guys we'll face this season." Only
backing crew is tough, but seldom
Dupree, and Steve Shropshire.
two of the last year's first seven are they given the go-ahead to
Monroe, Shropshire and Judge players are missing from the use pro tactics against pro-type
are all seeing double duty as they squad. The Miners should again offenses. The true blitz or red
be one of the toughest outfits in dog has never been seen at UNM.
are working at the forward posi- the Southwest.
If the weapon was used the men
tions as well as ta guard.
playing the position would cerBohl Carries on Tradition
Lobo Football Opponents
New Mexico state is returning tainly get the job done.
Many of the Lobes' opponents to its old form this season. For a
Reason for Slump
in football this year are being four-year period the Aggies
The reason usually given for
considered for bowl games. Head- could boast having the leading the Lobo's slump is that this is a
ing the list is Wyoming which rusher in the nation. During the young team. While this may be
has a 6-1 record. BYU is 5-1 and seasons 1959, '60, '61, and '62 partially true, all of the men on
Utah has a 4-1 mark. Texas State had individual rushing the team have certainly played
Western has a four-game winning champions in the persons of football before and lack of exstreak going after losing its Pervis Atkins, Bob Gaiters, and perience is not too valid an exfirst two games. The Miners face Jim (Preacher) Pilot. The Ag- cuse. A more likely reason is that
th ebiggest test of their season gies are now boasting a new the players have not played tothis week when they meat BYU. leader in Jim Bohl, who is cur- gether before and therefore need
Colorado State has come on rently leading national statistics to get to know each other. After
strong in their last three games in rushing with 970 yards.
seven weeks it would seem that
and they now stand at 4-2.
there has been ample time.
The University of Notre Dame
International. Competithm
has
six sophomores in starting
The BYU basketball team has
slots and two of those men, Terry
added some international flavor
to their basketball schedule for
the upcoming season. The Cougars
will play home games against
the Australian All-Stars on Dec.

SPORTS PAGE

Hannratty and Jim Seymore, have
been instrumental in leading the
Irish to the top of the college.
football polls. The University of
Tennessee doesn't have a senior
in their starting backfield and has
seven sophomores starting. They
stand ninth in the national polls,
Sophs Paced BYU
Last year's conference champions BYU won their first title
with a team dominated by juniors
and sophomores. This year's team
has seniors in the majority of
positions, but transfers have made
the Cougars the tough team they
have been for the last two years.
IJ;' the Lobos solve their prob-

T-Bird Is Due Nov. 10

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., 65e-4 times, ll!.OO. lasertfollll
muat be aubmltted by lloon 011 day before
pubUcatlon to Room 169, Student PubllcatloM Bulldlna, Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER. oales & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on aU machla ...
Free pickup lo delivery. E & E Tnewrlter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2430588.
FOR SALE
1164 YAMAHA, so c.c. Lik" new. 1196,
With helmet, Contact Joha Lewis at the
Law Sehool or at 206% Madioon NE.
10/26, U/2,~3·~'·:.._,..--~---WIDTE dinner .iaeket by ''Alter Six",
exei!llent eondltlon, hardly wora, very '
reasonable, olze 44. Clarkson, 865-7123,
1.- Lttnas.
11(3, 4, 7, 9.
STUDENT .must oell 1961 Ford Cmtom.
Firat tiOO ..,h tak.. it.. CaD 242·3146.
' ll/8, 4, 7, D.
LOST A FOUND
· MINK . alDie laet In New liezfeo Union
Snack Bar October 27. Rewud for retum. Call 111-5481, 10/11, 11(2, 8,4.

·.>~'

Special
friday & Saturday

(regular price 25c)

Prescriptions Filled
free Glasses Adjustment
Repair Service
Complete Assortment of Frames
Filled to Your Prescriptions

As a public service to readers, the LOBO lists the
following major candidates and the offices they seek:

PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

CASEY OPTICAL

Next to Yo~r Dr~g Slore
4312 Lomos NE
255-6329

Governor

Lieutenant Governor

Fabian Chavez, Jr. -Democrat
E. Lee Francis - Republican

which to choose

Attorney General

c~~BUFFET

Boston E. Witt- Democrat
John D. Donnell- Republican

· ·

UNM Student Special
All You Can Eat $1.00

·. Secretary ol State

Ernestine D. Evans- Democrat
Louise Bundy- Republic~n

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:00P.M.

Uniterl States Senator

'

.

t ....

':

Clinton P. Anderson- Democrat
Anderson Carter:--- Repu~Jican

No.~28

.·

United States Representative

POSITION 1
Thomas G. Morris- Democrat
Shuble C. Cook- Republican
POSI'l'ION 2
E. S. Johnny Walker- Democrat
Robert C. Davidson- Republican

so can you

Sunport Picketing
Remains Uncertain

He

enting The

Song for prite

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
(To the tune of "Barbara Fritchie")

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
But we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It 1 s all in
good, clean fun. And speaking or good, clean things,
what about the taste or Sprite? ~ good. ~
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea or jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling "
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd bette;
quit while we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if you can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.

SPRITE. SQ TART AND

TINGLING, WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEf IT Otru;L

~ngineers Win Prizes;

Even though it was another
losing weekend for the Lobos,
Homecoming festivities provided
victories for others. The Homecoming Committee announced the
winners of the Queen election and
of Friday nights' annual house
decorations tour, and the Homecominr.:~parade entries.
Caro1 Roth, 19-year- old junior
majoring in elementary educa~~on, was elected Homecomi~
Queen by an overwhelming majority. The blue-eyed blonde
amassed over 58 percent of the
vote. Elected to the court were
Cissy King and Leslie Auld.

Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
won the sweepstakes prize with
a display entitled "Jack and the
Bean Stalk;' Sigma Chi fraternity won the men's first place
with "Happiness is a Leg of
Ram", and Chi Omega Sorority
won first place in the women's
division with "The Old Lady in
the Shoe".
l'hi Delts Take Sec:ond
Second place in the men's division went to Phi Delta Theta
fraternity for "The 3 Little Pigs''
and second place in the women's
division went to Phi Beta Phi for
"Land of Storybook Dreams."
First place in the coed division
went to Air Force ROTC and
Angel Flight for the "Pied Piper"
and second place went to the
Newman Center for "Billy Goat
Gruff.''
The house decorations tour
route began on Campus St. north
of Alvarado Residence Hall, then
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA, Ill. proceeded up Roma in front of
(CPS) - At the University of Santa Clara, Santa Ana, and
Illinois, bureaucracy bas met its Hokona women's residences. Cars
downfall in the bathroom.
were then directed behind the
Angry coeds successfully .haras- new addition of the UNM Lised the administration last week, brary, which was fully lighted,
demanding the abolition of toilet to provide visitors with a view of
paper roller rod notches, which the new building and the recent
prevent tearing off more than two improvements of the Union mall.
sheets at a time.
Barriers Removed
Women's dormitories echoed
Barriers
north of the Union
with the. cries "longer white tape,
were
removed
to allow cars to
no red tape," as the battle promove
south
of
the
library to Yale.
gressed. Ad hoc committee chairA
route
change
from previous
man Phyllis Levun explained that
years
forced
the
Kappa Ka:ppa
the students were resorting to
propaganda tactics because the Gamma sorority, Alpha Delta Pi
regular channels were clogged sorority, and the Baptist Student·
Union to be left off the route.
with red tape.
The Homecoming parade which
The University responded imwas
instituted this year provided
mediately. Not only have the of·
these
organizations and other stufensive notches been put out of
commission in the women's dorms, dent organizations who did not
but they have been rendered in- have a house on campus to partieffectual in buildings all over the cipate in the festivities.
The parade held on Saturday
campus.
morning
followed a route from
The conflict may reappear on
other fronts, however. ''We view Richmond and Central down Centh ecurrent toilet paper contro- tral to University, The parade
versy as just one example of the th(m went north to Lomas.
University's impersonal attitude
Civil Engineers Win
towards its students," Miss Levun
Winners in the parade float
said as she walked toward a water
cooler.
competition were the UNM: Civil

Coeds Win Fight,
Hove More Poper

.•.

Albuquerque Chief of Poli(".e, also contained a clause allowing
Paul Shaver, said that the Sun- stricter measures to be taken in
port is definitely a municipal air- case the safety of the public or
port, but there is a separate en- public buildings is threatened.
forcement department controlling The area marked off for picketing
at the Sunport. Abrams said that is "near the end of the boule-;
Shaver told the group they did vard," he said.
not need a permit to picket at
Cannot Prevent Picketing
.
the Sunport anq this was . the
Paul Phillips, an Albuquerquei
cause of the confusion.
attorney an.d chairman of the New;
Police May Be Called
Mexico affiliate of the American;
A Sunport official,· Clyde Sbar- . Civil Liberties Union, told the~
rer, told the LOBO that there .are I.OBO concerning the Humphrey,
no restrictions on picketing at · picketing incident that ''barring at
the airport other .than the a)!sign- threat to the security of the per-.r
ment of a certain area·. to the son, I don't see how they ean have!
pickets. Sharrer said that . the the right to prevent picketing at/
officers during the Humphrey Aviation Department is the en- the airport. Of course when the
visit ·last month brought .about forcement agency at tbe airport, Secret Service is involved, t~e~, .
mucb · · eonfusion concerning ·the and they can call in the regular must cboo.se among the partii:J.-; ·
rights of the Sunport officials .to . City Police whenever they think pants of a protest de,uonstration
prevent . picketing. A'b;rams :l!~ia· it is necessary.
addlllt that tbe in case trouble is anticipated!
that they were shown a piece of ordinance concerning picketing . when taking preventative actiOn.".
paper stating the Sunport ·juris- ~==~~~~~~~~-------~----·------·
diction is separate from the city
of Albuquerque.
Sunport Said Private
"The impression I got was that
the Sunport is somehow a private
corporation, and all restrictions
are under the discretion of the
airport manager," Abrams added.

Carol Roth Elected Queen
Pikes,

I

The controversy over picketing at the Albuquerque
Sunport was neither intensified nor resolved this weekend due to the failure of
President Johnson to arrive
at the Sunport on his
planned · campaign visit ·to
. Albuquerque.
Sanford Abrams, member
of the Citizens Acting . for
Peace, said . that · the cOnfrontation with enforcement

T. E. Lusk- Democrat
David F. Cargo- Republican

Thi$ Sundav:
Four Entrees from

or

1916 Central SE
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LOBO .Catalogs
Office -Seekers

NEED GLASSES?

Stu"" registers early...

.,

Vol. 70

!ems it will not be the result of
sophomores aging, but rather it
will be a result of bet.ter coaching
than has been evident during the
slump.

Roar, sort,. drink, roar I
You're the loudest sort drink
we ever sawrl
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-Roar, sort drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
any drink
That we would rather sit withl
Or (if we reel like loitering)
to bang out in the Strit with!
Or
through English lit' with!
Roar!
drink! Roar!
SPRITE I

Hot Dog

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

6509 LOMAS BLVD., NE - 25!;?-7784

Transfers Boost
Hoop Title Hopes

•

EXICOLOBO

,..

·'

Some people c;onstantly criticize the LOBO for reporting incorreet atories. We wonder how
much they could get right with
only one ear•

Engineers with a float entitled
'St. George and the Dragon".
Second place went to the Little
Sisters of Minerva, with "Peanuts", and third place went to
Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority
with "The Boy Who Cried Wolf.''
Paulette Key, Homecoming :parade chairman, said that she was
very pleased with the response
from
student
organizations.
There were nine floats in the
Parade and a total of 29 entrieg,
"The response was good considering that this was the first year
we have had a parade" she said.

Coffee Refills
Re-Approached
By TOM GARCIA
A resolution to student Senate

asking the Union Board to rein-

state the free coffee refill policy

and if necessary increase the
price of food in the Desert Room
to make up for any losses, has
been submitted by· senators Steven
van Dresser and Baker Morrow.
Van Dresser and Morrow said
that the Desert Room, which is
.
frequented by alumni, busmessmen, and faculty members, has
relatively inexpensive meals. A
typical meal includes: filet mignon, caesar salad, oil and vinegar
dressing, french fried potatoes,
hot rolls, and beverage with a pot
of coffee served on every table
f or $1.60 .
Union Is "For Students"
The Senators said that the
Union is designed to be an enter-

--------------------~------------

Spoke Last Night

prise for the benefit of the students, and that more students
drink coffee than eat steaks. "I
think it is ·absurd that the students are paying the highest co£..,.
fee prices in town wl1ile the faculty gets cheap prices in the
Desert Room," said van Dresser.
He feels that if prices were raised
in the Desert Room it would offset any losses incurred in giving
free coffee refills in the Snack
Bar.
Van Dresser and Morrow said
that the price of coffee in the
Union Cafeteria is genera1ly more
expensive than the current offcampus price.
Resolution Is "New Idea"
Van Dresser said that his and
Morrow's action is not just an
introduction of an old bill, but
rather a new idea. "This bill is
only an idea to help the students
get free coffee refills," said Van
Dresser. "We recognize that tho;.
Union has to make a profit but
maybe the profit could be from
somewhere else, such as the Desert Room." He said that the last
bill had failed because the need
for money was clearly shown.
An open hearing of the Union
Board to discuss this new resolution and the current coffee situation will be held Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the Union.

Bulletin
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
New Mexico Congressional delegate announced this morning tltat
the National Science Foundation
will give a $16,000 grant to UNI\1
for the lattices of a 24 month
topologies program.
--·

Viet Nam Film
A documentary film on Viet
Nam Today, narrated by president Lyndon B. Johnson, will be
shown tonight at 8 p.m., in the
Union Theater. The film, entitled
''Time of the Locust,'' is being
presented by UNM Students
Against the Viet Nam War.
There will be no admission charge.
MR. VALERY TARSIS IS SHOWN here discussing life in Russia
and some of its funnier aspects with Richard Butt, student president of the Newman Forum before his speech last night. He
spoke about "Ferment in Russia" to students and interested
parties at the Union. (Lobo Photo by Pawley.)

ACOHR Meeting
Action Committee on Human
Rights will meet tonight at 201
Princeton SE at 7:30 p.m.

'.

~-------,
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Ambassador in Levi's

for more technical study; and an
old man of 64, a farmer by the
look of his hands.
Dreams of English
What his ambition was I did not
discover, but he must have been
gripped in some great dream with
the English language as its center, for he carried with him a
huge pile of papers upon which
he had written in inch-high letters an endless list of English
words and phrases.
He sat a little aside from us,
mumbling quietly to himself as
he repeated over and over each of
the sentences that we read, riffling through his pile of papers
and looking for a clue to the
action. He was old and he was
tired, but there was something
epic about his struggles and the
ferocious intensity with which he
confronted and denied his destiny.
"Luke Hot Jone"
"Oh, moth-er, cry-ed On, luke
hot Jone. Ee ees oldeeng uh keetteen."
"Not 'cry-ed,'" I told them.
'"Cried."'
'"Cry-ed,'" the entire class repeated.
"No, 'Cried, cried, cried.'"
"'Cry-ed, cry-ed, cry-ed,"' they
all cry-ed in unison.
The English language in a
Spanish-speaking culture sounds
coarse and nasal; you become self·
conscious saying certain words,
especially when you have to repeat them for they take on a brutal sound afte1· the clear and liquid Spanish sounds.
Now came the question that I
had known was coming and that I
had dreaded.
"What does 'cry-ed' mean 1"
"Boo, Hoo, Hoo"
I sat there for at least a minute
trying to figure out what it really
meant, then rubbed my fists into
my eyes and said: ''Boo, hoo, boo.''
"Ah," the class said, their eyes
lighting up, "llorar.''
"Yes, but that's not what it
means here. It really means 'said!
It is a bad English word that
someone like Hemingway would
never use."

Magazine Offers
Reward for Name
...

...

By CHUCK LANIER
A $10 award will be presented
to the person submitting the best
entry in a "name the bird" contest being sponsored by Bob Burton, editor of UNM's new humor
magazine.
Burton is seeking an official
name and caricature for the magazine which is to be ready for
distribution on Jan. 5 of this
school year. Four issues of the
magazine are to be published during this year.
The name and the design of the
caricature of the name, should be
submitted to Burton at 307 Alvarado Hall. The entries should
be dated. The deadline for entries
is Dec. 12.
No Complications Cited
In an interview with the LOBO
:last night, Burton commented
that so far the creation of the
fir,.:t issue had been "amazingly
frt'e of complications so far." He
said that he did want to purchase
more cartoons and satires on cam!JU'l life.
Burton added that advertising,
whh·h he thought would be the
lan~·e,;t obsticle to the new publil'ation "was goin~( well." "'!'he
butiiness organization is pretty
well set up," he said.
·
In commenting of future plans
for the magazine, Burton said
that he hoped to publish monthly
next year, depending on how well
the first four issues of this year
are received. Issues are to come
out in January, March, April, and
May.
The first publication is to have
approximately 24 pages. Burton

said that about 16 of these would
be material produced by students
and the rest would contain,
among other things, editorial
comments.

''Ah, yes, Hemingway," the
class said, looking at one another
in a puzzled way.
We progressed slowly through
the pages of the chapter. It was a
first grade primer and about as
interesting as an income tax
form. The details are a little hazy
in my mind, but the plot went
something like this: Ann and
John looked ou~ the window each
morning at an empty house.
New Neighbors
One day some people moved
into the house. Ann and John
stood in the window and looked at
the people moving into the house.
They moved into the house with
rabbits, kittens and-and-? But
I can't remember.
I was struck only with the fact
that students who would memorize this sort of thing must have a
desperate desire to learn the
language.
We read the paragraphs word
by word, and then I had them connect the words into phrases, running the words together so that
they could hear the rhythms of
English sentences.
I really got carried away by
their enthusiasm and kept them
an hour longer than I should
have but no one seemed to notice;
gradually we lost our self-consciousness, that fear of saying
something badly. Even the children were speaking without giggling or blushing behind their
hands. Finally the janitor came in
to turn the lights out, and we discovered in this pause that all of
us were exhausted.
First Job
I walked back to my hotel with
the two older members of my
class who kept wanting to prac-

NEED GLASSES?
Prescriptions Filled
Free Glosses Adjustment
Repair Service
Complete Assortment of Frames
· Filled to Your Prescriptions

tice English and seemed reluctant to let me go, The old man
made statements or asked questions and tried to repeat my answers.
Victor, from the co-op, practiced his favorite sentences on
me: "I have an ambition to go
the United States; this is my
great dream.''
It was still raining; the plaza
was deserted. On the steps of
the church and in the portals of
the door three or four Indian
families slept, waiting for the
morning bus. Finally, we said
good night and I went inside. I
felt awfully good and couldn't
figure out why until I realized
that after three months of train-

Sanitone Professional
DRY CLEANING
plus

FAST two-way radio
Pick-up & Delivery

Call 243-5671 today!

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

~Cfllflt t'P {jod
WEEK OF SPIRITUAL EMPHASIS

7:15 P.M.-November 6-13, 1966
Dr. Angel Martinez of Fort Smith, Arkansas, will be gyest
minister. Both eloquent and entertaining, his messages appeal
to all age groups.
Frank Boggs of Atlanta, Georgia, will present sacred music.
He has been a featured soloist on both sides of the Atlantic on
radio and television, and for many national and international
gatherings.

CASEY OPTICAL

CENTRAL AND BROADWAY, N.E.

Next to Your Drug Store
4312 Lomas NE
255·6329

AMPLE FREE PARKING-SUPERVISED FREE NURSERY

oppo,luallles
wllll
One of the largest exploration and producing companies in North America

A Subsidiary of Standard Oil Company (Indiana)

For Servicemen

Red Cross Urges
Ditty Bag Return
A plea to students or local residents to return "ditty bags" destined for servicemen in Viet Nam
is made by Bernalillo County Red
Cross. They are asked to return
the bags to the chapter, 5006 Cop·
per NE 1 even though the original
date fo1• packing and mailing is
past.
A U.S. military-inspil'ed program to provide Christmas gifts
for setviccmen, the ditty bags arc
being filled by communities
throughout the country. Albuquerque's allotment of 2200 found
the UNM students accepting 1000,
or 45 per cent of the allotment.
Dan Dennison, Associated Students presiclcQt, noted that Alpha
Chi Omega social sotority turned
in 130' filled "ditty bags"; Newman Center, 120; and the Navy
ROTC, 05.
Volunteers at the Red Cross
chapter house are busy filling and
mailing the remammg few,
Geneva Snell, director of volunteers, said,

ENGINEERS
ELEQTRICAL
CHEMICAL

NOVEMBER 9 AND 10
MECHANICAL
CIVIL

Senior and Graduate students for permanent engineering positions
responsible for drilling, producing, and gasoline plant operations. The
Company offers outstanding engineering and management careers.
GEOLOGISTS

Graduate students with majors in GEOLOGY for petmanent positions
in exploration geology. Also tempotary summer employment opportunities for Seniors who plan to complete advanced degreeH.
ARRANGE NOW FOR AN INTI<;RVIEW AT Tim
,·
PLACEMENT CJijNTER

. I

PAN AMERICAN PETROLEUM CORPORATION.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYEil

feels the same way about Richard
Nixon. The President stood firm
on his criticism Friday of former
Vice President Nixon. He said
Nixon's remarks about the Manila Conference were "not based
on fact.''
Mr. Johnson said he hopes to
get his surgery done late this
week or early next week.
The President said he is anxious to know about that .polyp in
his throat, although his doctors
feel it probably is not malignant.
He told newsmen that he wants
to have the operation in the Army
Medical Center at Fort Sam
Houston, San Antonio.
Big Battle Slackens·
(SAIGON)-Nearly 500 Communists have been killed in "Op-

.

.

' ~ ·~ '

"

~ ,', .:;

l' '·'

"Temporary" barracks buildings set up on New Mexico college campuses at the close of
World War II are 'Scheduled to be
replaced if the state educational
institution bonds are approved by
the voters Tuesday.
Dr. William R. McConnell, executive secretary of the State
Board of Educational Finance,
said the state's seven colleges
and universities currently have
in operation for in'Structional and
research purposes buildings which
are obsolete, unsuited to present
use, and in a few cases, reaching
a condition because of age where
they are becoming unsound.
Would Allow Replacement
The long-range bond is'Sue,
which will be submitted to the
voters for approval tomorrow,
would provide funds to replace
these buildings and to provide new
structures needed for handling
enrollments expected to nearly
double in the coming ten years.
Dr. McConnell said the cost of
replacing the space now being
used in "temporary" barracks and
other obsolete buildings would
run to "several million dollars.''
Two campus landmarks are on
the obsolete list, and are scheduled for replacement during the
coming decade.
Hodgin to G!t
One is Hodgin Hall, the first
building put up on the UNM campus. The other is the Science Hall
at New Mexico State University,
Las Cruces.
Hodgin Hall, the "brick schoolhouse on the mesa" was constructed in 1890 in the traditional
institutional architecture of the
period. It was remodeled in 1910.
The 76-year old building now
houses UNM's Peace Corps
Training Cetner for Latin America.
The Science Hall at NMSU is
almost as old. It was built in
1897 and has been serving students since that time.

listen to .KUNM

The latest incident occurred to- have been killed in the last four
day in Moscow's Hall of Con- days,
Air Wreckage Found
gress, where there was a celebra(NICE,
France) Rescue
tion to mark the 49th birthday of
the Soviet Union, Speaking was teams reached the wreckage of a
one of the elder statesman of Soviet-built air mail plane that
Russian Communism, Arvid Pel- chashed in the French Alps yesshe. The Russian accused Peking terday with the apparet loss of
of helping the United States in seven lives. The rescuers could
Viet Nam .. At that point, the .ut 'immediately fi:nd the malin
Chinese charge D'Affaires walked fuselage which p1•obably contains
out of the hall with two of his the bodies.
Cuban Dancers Defect
aides.
(Paris) - Cuban officials are
Blizzard Hits Alps
(ZURICH, Switzerland) - A rushing to get their national balblizzard has marooned several let company out of Paris nhead
hundred persons in the Swiss of time tonight because of defecAlps. Helicopter pilots are flying tions by at least 10 troupe memrescue missions to pick up or bers. At least two choreographers
take supplies to those who are . and eight dancers have asked for
stranded. At least 11 persons as-ylum.

.....

',

You had a
pretty good reason
for going on
for your Master's.

May Be Replaced

UNM's department of geography has increased its faculty
to three members with the hir·
ing of Dr. Reynaldo Ayala and
Dr. Iven Q. Bennett to assist
the department chairman, Dr•
Richard Murphy.
Dr. Ayala is an instructor
specializing in cultural and reg•
iohal geography of Latin America. He came to UNM from the
Latin American Institute of
Southern Illinois University.
Dr. Bennett, an associate .pro·
fessor, was recently head of the
U.S. Army's Desert and . Tropic.
Laboratory at Natick, Mass. llis
special interests are physical
geography and climatology.

eration Attleboro'' 65 miles northwest of Saigon. . Ten-thousand
Americans are in the battle. The
fighting however, at last report
had fallen off to· scattered clashes
between limited numbers of men
at most a company.
Hanoi Called A Fortress
(MOSCOW)-An article in the
Soviet newspaper Pravda says
the North Vietnamese capital of
Hanoi is "a fortress" armed with
anti-aircraft missiles. Pravda's
Hanoi correspondent said the city
is experiencig food shortages,
ratioing, and a steady evacuation
of citizens.
Sino-Soviet Split Widens
(MOSCOW)-The dispute between Russia and Red China
seems to get worse all the time.

MASTER'S CANDIDATES:

Now here are some
good ones for
putting it to work.
For putting it to work with IBM. Reasons
such as:

Department J-lires
2 New Teachers
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Campus Barracks
..

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

PRESCRIPTION SUNGLASSES

By United Press International
(CAPE KENNEDY) - The
U.S. yesterday launched its sec·
ond lunar-orbiter to ·Ph.otograph
potential landing sites for Apollo
astronauts.
The Orbiter hopefully will go
into Moon orbit next Friday and
swoop down to within 28 miles to
photograph 13 possible landing
sites. The U.S. will ah;o launch
the two-man Gemini-12 shot this
Wednesday,
Johnson Criticizes Nixon
(FREDRICKSBURG, Texas)
-President Johnson has urged
voters not to be swayed by the
"white backlash.'' The President
said second-rate men are trying
to take advantage of white backlash. Speaking just two days before the election, Mr. Johnson
also said that Americans have a
right to be concerned about big
city riots. He said riot leaders are
"just as bigoted in their own
way" as anti-Negro racists.
The President says he still

ing at Bozeman and almost a
month in Ecuador, I had finally
done something in the Peace
Corps. It was my first job.

89 Winrock Center

~---

United States Puts Up Second Lunar Orbiter

Thomsen Finishes First Job
By MORITZ THOMSEN
(Editor's Note: This is the
sixth of a series of articles in
which Mpritz Thomsen, a former
hog raiser, writes of his experiences as. a Peace Corps volunteer.)
I walked out of the town of
Santo Domingo just before 7 one
evening along a dark road, past
parked banana trucks and little
groups of people -standing together and quietly talking in the
darkness. As usual, a light misty
rain was falling, and it was like
walking through a hothouse. The
Equator was up there someplace
ahead of me lying across the
road like an invisible snake, maybe ten miles further up, maybe a
little more.
I found the high school, a small,
run-down building of four classrooms, and stood under a single
bulb on an open porch. Giant
palm-like trees, bambi! and balsa
loomed up vaguely in the darkness
acros-s the road.
Enormous prehistoric insects
circled the light bulb; their wings,
black or bright green, chattering
together drily.
Substitute
Four of the seven students arrived. "Maurine had to go to
Quito for a day,'' I explained in
perfect Gringo Spanish. "She
asked me to take her English
class for her." Maurine Henry is
the Peace Corps Volunteer who is
stationed here in Santo Domingd.
Working with the Agricultural
Extesnion people, she gives cooking demonstrations to farm wives,
teaches a course in nutrition at
the high school, organizes 4-H
clubs and sewing clubs, teaches
midwifery to the women in the
villages, and at night-in her
spare time - runs an English
class.
There were the students: two
16-year-old high school kids, a
boy and a girl, both of them very
handsome, both of them sort of
running over with optimism and
ambition; a 30-year-old fellow
who was working in the electrical
co-op office whose big ambition
was to go to the United States

~--~~

IBM is THE leader in THE major growth
industry: information handling and control.
Doesn't it stand to reason you can grow farthest with an exciting, continually growing
company?
You'll be advanced as far and as fast as your
talents and ambitions allow. That's why you

l

went on for your advanced degree, isn't it?
To make the most of your potential?
You can choose from six majorcareerareaswith
IBM: Computer Applications, Programming,
Finance and Administration, Research and
Development, Manufacturing or Marketing.
Yes, we would like to talk with you. You may
be the bright, look-ahead kind of person we're
looking for. And we could be the exciting kind
of company you're looking for. So ...

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sian up now for an on-campus interview with IBM, November 17
' .
If for some reason, you aren't able to arrange an interview, drop us a line. Write to: Manager of College Recruiting,

niM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire Boulevard. L9s Angeles, California. IBM is an Equal OpportUnity Employer.
.
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SILENCE FROM THE RIGHT

'rgE LOBO is puzzled by the .Jack of studen.t political activjity at UNM other than those on the left.
'
We have received several letters from irate readers who
jthink we give too much coverage to these groups on campus. The most common gripe in the letters is that the activ:ities of the leftists don't accurately reflect the opinions and
:beliefs of the majority of UNM students.
Actually, we don't know what the majority of students
believe at UNM. We try to encourage them to speak up,
.but there is little response.
As compared to last year, there is a surprising lack of ac,tivity among the conservatives on campus. But what is more
disconcerting, is that there is no involvement by the vast
'mass of students who stampede in and out of Mitchell Hall
everyday and who must lay somewhere between the two
political extremities.
...- Until the time that somebody else creates the news on
campus we must continue to report the activities of UNM's
lefist organizations or loose the right to call ourselves a
newspaper.

PICKET POLICY QUESTIONED
SEVERAL MEMBERS of the University community have
protested the picket policy of the Albuquerque Sunport.
The protest originated from the visit of Vice-President
Hubert Humphrey last month when would-be pickets were
informed of a vague ordinance that confined picketers to
an area nearly a half mile from the airport. '
When consulted about this ordinance by the LOBO, city
officials seemed unsure of what the actual policy was. The
city police apparently have a self-imposed limit of jurisdiction, and prefer to leave the policing of the airport to the
;>unport's police.
Airport Director Clyde Sharrer told the LOBO that the
Sunport has no restrictions against picketing at the airpor
except for the ordinance that confines pickets to their isolated station.
We realize that the Sunport would have a problem if
pickets were allowed to crowd the facilities and disrupt the
business of air travelers, but we think the ordinance is a
little too stiff.
As far away as the pickets are required to remain, the
whole purpose of picketing is defeated. The LOBO doesn't
believe it is necessary for the pickets to enter the terminal,
but we cannot see why they cannot picket on the sidewa.Jks
and area in front of the Sunport.
The way the ordinance stands now, it almost seems to
smack of discouraging pickets to a degree which is questionable by a public agency. The New Mexico Democratic
~uncil has announced plans to investigate the protest and
we will follow the investigation with interest.
-Jim Jansson.

War over a century ago still account for a fourth of the state's
population, and usually vote liberal.
The "Anglos," as all New Mexicans who speak English natively,
lle they Greek or Chinese, are
called bY the Spanish, are divided
into distinct groups representing
various cultural-political backgrounds.
East Side Conservative
The East Side, or "Little Texas," is predominantly West Texan
in culture and politics, and therefore conservative. Most of the
state's Republicans inhabit the
cities, especially Albuquerque,
and most of them have their roots
in Midwest moderate Republicanism.
The major portions of the
state's liberal Democrats, of which
we have more proportionately
than many states, reside in the
urban center of the state, in Albuquerque, Santa Fe and Los Alamos. And many of those fitting in
the latter two categories are relative newcomers to the state, to
whom the idea of voting for a
man because he is a "native" is
ridiculous.
Congressmen Are Conservative
The two Democratic congressmen have their roots in the rural
.conservatism favored by East
Side voters. Rep. Johnny Walker
began .his term as an apparent lib-

eral, but has made an abrupt
shift to the ranks of the conservatives, perhaps a flanking maneuver in view of approaching elec~
tions. Their Republican opponents,
curiously, are even more conservative.
But the governor's race .has
turned into a bitter struggle to
win the votes of organized labor
and other liberals. Lusk calls
himself a liberal, but has an·
achilles heel in that he was once
a "company lawyer" for the Potash industry in his native Carlsbad, scene of several bitter strikes.
Cargo has lost no opportunity to
hang this political albatross
around Lusk's neck.
Cargo, coming to New Mexico
via the liberal GOP politics of
Michigan, catapulted himself onto
the stage through "liberal" legislative proposals and his successful reapportionment suit. He almost got AFL-CIO endorsement,
tantamount to a revolution.
Cargo has put Lusk on the defensive in regard to his labor
record, and thus the campaign has
degenerated into a squabble over
who is really the liberal, while
congressional candidates debate
their conservatism.
Perhaps the strangest thing
about all this is that New Mexicans do not seem to think it
strange. Maybe the voters don't
believe any of it.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CRITICIZES ENDORSEMENT
Dear Sir:
The LOBO's endorsement of
the Republican gubernatorial candidate is misleading, rash and
contradictory.
Based on the assumption that
our state government needs reform, the editorial attempts to
convince us that Dave Cargo is a
more effective reformer than Gene
Lusk.
I question first the assumption
that the government needs cleaning up. Anyone familiar with New
Mexico history knows Governor
Campbell's administration as one
of the most honest and progressive we have had. He bas implemented the merit system, begun
to modernize state institutions, increased educational financing.
More improvements are needed,
but Campbell has laid a foundation. Gene Lusk rightly defends
that administration and plans to
build on that foundation.
Secondly, the editorial does not
convince me that the Republican
candidate is an ell'ective reform·
er. Indeed certain sentences are
illogical. E.g. "Cargo's continuous display of aggressiveness is
impressive, and the state cannot

Monday, November '1, 1966'
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N.M. Campaign Is Unique
By MARl{ ACUFF
Capitol Syndicate
Few New Mexicans seem aware
of its unique nature, but the state
political campaign now drawing
to a close must go down in the
history books as one of the most
unusual battles ever fought in
any state.
Where else would the proverbial
casual observer stumble onto our
situation: while all four candidates for the state's two congressional seats have beat the drums
and pounded their chests proclaiming their profound conservatism, the two contestants for the
governor's chair have spent most
of the campaign attempting to
out-liberal each other.
Could Confuse Observers
Two different observers of New
Mexico politics, watching these
feuds, could quite easily reach opposite conclusions: that most New
Mexico voters are conservative in
the one case, or that the state is
predominantly liberal in the second case.
That such a seeming paradox
can exist in one state is buried in
the unusual history of the Land
of Enchantment and in the background of the candidates for these
positions.
Spanish Traditionally Liberal
The descendants of the Mexican citizens conquered by the
United States in the U.S.-Mexican

~~-·-

help but benefit from it." True, he
is aggressive; but will this help
the state? Again "Cargo ••• is a
maverick ••• We believe be can
and will be a factor for reform
and stability in New Mexico."
True, he is a maverick; but does a
maverick bring stability? Can a
recalcitrant individual who bolts
his party mold that party into a
functioning element in the twoparty system?
When the LOBO editor asserts
his belief that "Cargo will always buck the odds to get done
what be believes is right," I am
skeptical. Cargo's failure while a
representative to get things done
reflects not the wickedness of the
Democratic majority but his own
impotence as a leader. Any legislator, Democrat or Republican,
can tell you that Cargo's name attached to a bill spelled certain
defeat. Nor did he press to revise
an issue once the headlines had
been captured and the bill put on
record.
The Republican candidate is a
flamboyant speaker. He is more
fun to listen to than his opponent
because you never know what he
will say next; nor does he. What
would Cargo's program as gov-

ernor be? He has publicly repudiated the Republican platform, but
in all his witty remarks he has
presented no coherent, responsible
program to replace it.
By contract, Gene Lusk has
made his program quite clear. It
is spelled out in the Democratic
platform, the most liberal statement ever proposed by either
party in New Mexico. He stands
on that platform, and he has the
capabilities to implement it.
Mrs. Gary Hufbauer
STILL NEED HELP
Dear Sir:
Many of your readers may be
familiar with the story of the
train with supplies destined for
the Tarahumara Indians, which
was not permitted entry into
Mexico. The Tarahamaras are
still in desperate circumstances
and in case any readers wish to
contribute, checks can be sent to
Bishop Salvador Martinez Aguirre, S. J., Obispo Titular de Area
en Armenia, Vicario Apostolico
de la Tarahumara, Sisoguichi,
Chihuahua, Mexico.
Yours sincerely,
Martin C. Needler

alAN ,11®P_p1E

The Shout Heard
'Round the· World

/

By ARTJitildiOPPE
sa.. FTa>tcioco ChTonicte

Like many great changes in hi:story, the Second American Revolution was triggered by a seemingly-inauspicious event: Mr. Herbert C.
Cogshaw's wife sent him to the store to buy a box of dog biscuits.
"A jumbo-sized box of giant-sized biscuits," he muttered to himself
with a frown of concentration, "A jumbo-sized box. , .''
After an hour's hunt, he finally settled for a giant-sized box of
jumbo-sized biscuits and presented it to the checker, a bored young
lady in a Mickey Mouse cosutme.
"Thank you, sir," she said, putting it in a bag •. "And here's your set
of Indian earthenware potholders.''
"No, thank you," said Mr. Cogshaw. "I just want a box of dog
biscuits.''
"The potholders are free today," explained the young lady. "And
here's your Purple Pleasure Stamps, your entry blank for the Fun in
Des Moines Weekend, your Super-Keen-0 Card, your Cash-on-theBarrelhead barrel and ten free tickets to the Bach Topless Review
Festival.'
"All I want," said Mr. Cogshaw, firmly, "is a box of dog biscuits."

*

*

"Now I'll just spin the Lucky Loop-0 Wheel for You," said the bored
young lady.
"I don't gamble," said Mr. Cogshaw irritably. "Please give me my
dog biscuits.''
The wheel clacked to a stop on Triple Catharsis! Just as the Lucky
Lavender Light went on! Precisely at the ~oment the Krazy Koo-koo
Bird emerged! Rockets burst into the air as a brass band struck up
"Good Bless America,!'
"You've won!" cried the store manager, rushing up happily to shake
Mr. Cogshaw's hand. "The photographers are on their way. My store
will be famous. Now, are you going to choose the Trip to Outer Mongolia for a Family of Seven or the Free Lifetime Ping-Pong Lessons?"
"All I want," said Mr. Cogshaw plaintively, "is a box of dog biscuits."
"Come, come," said the manager, frowning. "Let's not be un-American. You've won the Lucky Loop-0 Super Prize. Please say, 'Gosh, I
can't believe it!' Or some similar phrase.''
That was when something inside Mr. Cogshaw's mind snapped.
Shouting, "Sanity, "Sanity Forever!," he raged through the stpre,
destroying entry blanks, coupons, trading stamps, and everything
labeled "Jumbo." It took four policemen to carry him off to jail.
The story was a nationwide sensation. And when Mr. Cogshaw noted
mildly at his trial that the consumer paid for all prizes and bonuses,
he touched a chord in the country's breast.
Housewives began refusing to enter contests or to accept coupons
or stamps. Angry mobs, crying "Sanity Forever!," tore down free
parking lots and burned all disposable products. The economy collapsed, the government fell and a new President was elected on the
platform: "Sanity Forever-You Can't Get Something for Nothing!"
~
'
.
.
Mr. Cogabaw, a national hero, was released from jail and brought to
the White House.
"Mr. Cogshaw, you have restored American integrity," said the
President, shaking his hand. "In return, what can a grateful nation
bestow?"
And, oh, the cheer that went up when Mr. Cogshaw replied with
honesty and dignity:
"All I want, sir, is a big box of dog biscuits.''

...

--~============~~

Nort:h Carolina Instructor
Defended By Associates
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (CPS)If University of North Carolina
graduate instructors have their
way, English teacher Michael
Paull, removed from teaching
duties for lacking "effective communication" with his students,
will be given back his class.
Paull was relieved of his freshman English class last week by
University Chancellor Carlyle Sitterson after the graduate instructor's assignment of a theme on
seduction embarrassed some students and drew unfavorable publicity over a local television station, WRAL-TV.
Assignment ''Misinterpreted"
The assignment, given in conjunction with class reading of
English poet Andrew Marvell's
"To a Coy Mistress," was completely misinterpreted by students, according to Paull; and to
prove the point, he read several
student papers aloud in class. One
paper contained words "inserted
only for shock value," the instructor said, and the protests of offended students led Sitterson to
the conclusion that "the normal
teacher-student learning relationship" had been disturbed.
Boyeptt Threatened
Following Paull's removal, parttime English instructors threatened a boycott of their classes unless their colleague were immediately reinstated. Charging that
the Chancellor, appointed several
weeks ago, had given in to local
community pressures, the instructors said they would meet their
classes at scheduled timl!s, but
would not teach.
Their boycott did not materialize, however, because a five-man
English department committee
was appointed to re-examine the
case. The committee, with two
instructors as members, was
asked to give recommendations to
the full faculty "as soon as pos-
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FOREST FIRES HURT OUR FOREST FRIENDS

Our wildlife has no defense against the careless
use of fire. So please follow Smokey's ABC's:
Always hold matches till cold. Be sure to drown
all campfires, stir the ashes, and drown them
again. Crush all smokes dead out.
Oh Well!
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Near the University

Please! Only r.ou can prevent forest fires
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(at the Triangle)
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Sound and Music needs

sible.''
Instructors Praise Action
The appointment of the committee was hailed by the graduate instructors as a "moral victory." The English department
has "made it clear that they
would reinstate Paull if they
could~" one instructor said. Paull
added that he has full confidence
that "the English department will
arrive at a fair and honest decision.''
But the committee's report
must go to Chancellor Sitterson
for final approval, even if the
full faculty approves the reassignment of Paull to his class,
While prospects look good for his
return to class, one instructor
complained th~t the Chancellor
"had not made it clear to the department that it has full power
in the case; otherwise the department would have reinstated Paull
during be investigation.''
Substitute Faces Troubles
So the embattled Ph.D. candi-

date remains without his class.
His substitute, however, is beginning to face trouble. When
two photographers from Life
magazine were barred from entering the class, they stacked chairs
up in the hallway and shot pictures through the window over
the door. The. two were eventually
routed from the building by the
head of the campus police.
DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS &FACULrf

Louis Vrattos
. Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and
American Watches
WATCHES-- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

Reade's A & W ROOT BEER
DRIVE-IN

Look for the Br1ght Qrgnge B1Ji\d\ng!
HAVE YOU TRIED THE

TEEN BURGER • • • • •
(Cheese, Bacon & Dressing)
Try them with ROOT BEER

Served in a Frosted Mug
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IN PREPARATION for the couples' Moonlight Bowling Tournament, top bowlers Kathy Mason, Las Vegas, N.M., and Ron Landbloom, Minneapolis, Minn. select their favorite lanes. Dec. 18 is
the date for the tourney, to be held under the moonlight in the
Union Recreation Area. Ron, a junior in pre-med, and Kathy, a
junior journalism major, will be among the competing couples.

piece, I feel that the mellow softer sections came through well, although the strings floated som1:
occasional squeaking and scatching. It was, however, texturally
sound and strongly concluded.
Too Many Notes
Giuseppe Verdi once described
the use of "too many notes" in
too much music. The orchestra's
second selection, of chamber
music by Paul Hindemith, de·
monstrates a paring down of instrumental expression. While the
versatility of the composer controlled the dynamics with a clear
incisiveness, the orchestra struck
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THE GENTLEMAN'S SHIRT

-

O N CAMPUS
.OL.lCKS ..........,_,_.
The Purist® Buttcm·Oown
••• full·ffared collar • • • .· '
lean, tapered body •••

meticulously tailored •••
fashioned for the colle·
gian who seeks perfection
in his traditional ward·
robe. Shirtmanshlp at its
finest ••• exctusivelySero.
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VANCOUVER, British Colum- by 40-foot 'boatel' to the univer"
The topic of a free ranging dis- bia (CPS)-Universit~ ?f British sit~ ~s a possible means of .al:
cussion to be held in the dorms Columbia's housing cr1s1s has be- !ev1atmg the student housml!
was among business discussed in come so acute that students may shortage.
a meeting of Students for a Demo- be taking to the water, according
Barge Des~ribe~
cratic Society held last week.
to The Canadian University
The barge contams SIX doublr.:
Tony Mares, a member of the Press.
rooms, private showers and toil:
group, said that several teams in
Roy Blanche has offered his 110 ets ,as well as a 35-square-foo~
groups of pairs, consisting of
lounge which could easily be con~
both SDS members and friends of
verted into a dormitory.
SDS, have been organized.
Blanche ·says he will finish oft
six
additional rooms if student:Not A Debate
are
interested.
The discussion program, which
Rents Quoted
is in its early preparation stages,
Monthly
rent aboatd the floatis not a debate or a lecture.
Students
interested
in
careers
ing
residence
would be $35 pel!'
Mares stated that SDS merely
wants to visit the dorms and urge in public administration may ap- person for the rooms and $17 pe:r
students to enter into political ply for a work-study fellowship. person for dormitory beds.
If the university is interesteo.
discussion, and also to voice their Fellows will serve a three-month
internship
with
a
government
Blanche
plans to make arrangegripes on the structural system
in
Alabama,
Kentucky,
Ol'
agency
ments
with
the Canadian Nationa'
of the University and their own
Tennessee, During the academic Harbours Board for mooring thE>
society.
He added that the war in Viet year, they will take graduate barge at Jericho Ol' Kitsilano.
But harbor master B. D
Nam would be among the most courses in public administration
at
the
Universities
of
Alabama,
Johnston
says: "No house boat o~
important issues discussed but
any
description
will be allowed
Kentucky,
and
Tennessee.
certainly not the only one. They
within
the
harbor
limits.''
must
be
American
Candidates
hope to get students to involve
earned
a
citizens
who
will
have
themselves with their own values
such as education, social groups, bachelor's degree by June, 1967.
____s_M_l"'!:LE~!--:-~i
and where he fits into the Uni- Each fellowship has a total value
of $3500, which includes a $2500
versity community.
SOUTHWEST Ekdlrte ;
stipend and university tuition and
To Include Varied Topics
SHAVER SERVICE
;j
fees. Completion of the one-year
Some volunteer topics which training period entitles fellows to
_;..a..
Sells & Services :1
may be discussed in the near fu- a certificate in public administrature are: the war in Viet Nam, tion.
the student's attitude toward the
For information and applicawar, a view of the student and tions, students should write to
The Close Electric Shave '!4
how he sees himself as a politi- Coleman B. Ransome, educaAuthorized Factory
cal creature, the students view tiional director, Southern RegionStation
.
on the structural system of the al Training Program in Public '
Robert B. Dengler-Owner ]
university, where he feels he fits Administration, Drawer I, Uniinto the university community versity of Alabama. Deadline for
and what he feels he is or is not applications is March 1, 1967.
acquiring.

Cliff's Notes can keep
you from falling behind
and failing to under·
stand classic literature. For Julius Caesar,
and all of Shakespeare's plays, Cliff's
Notes give you a complete explanation and
summary of every
scene - in language
you can understand.
Don't worry about your
literature grades - let
Cliff's Notes help you
improve them. OVER
125 TITLES covering
frequrmtly assigned
plays and novels.

JARAMILLO has,

The dean is confident that after ·
~ ~ while students 'will learn the
, , :~f.~iflcance of "contempt of the
:"·'•liege·• "
i'•'}.H~.t"'
••It wouldn't look very good on
~rf!ir reeords," he said.
.' . ' '

, Page '1

Dorm Discussions At University of British Columbia

Cliff's Notes

LUCY JARAMILLO

~~'t'~ii.!D.

The term "classic jazz" is not
Certainly, Columbia could have
always a fortunate one, and, for done better, but they could have
the same reasons, it is quite often also have done worse.
misunderstood.
Someone had to release the maLegitimate musicians and their terial (this in 1961), and now,
advocates of the 1920's and '30's with Bill Grauer's Riverside Vinmanhandled early jazz in every tage Series defunct, this, and a
, way possible. Some said it was very few others like it, is all that
nothing more than jungle music; remains.
others proclaimed it not even
worth mentioning at all.
In Spanish
The fact is it did exist. And,
more importantly, it influenced the
"Jazz Age" of the Roaring Twenties more than anything.
Some years ago, Columbia produced a reasonably worthwhile
set, "Thesaurus of Classic Jazz,"
A Spanish editor currently on a
gleaned from this same period. lecture tour of the United States
We say "reasonably worthwhile" will speak at 8 p.m. ·Wednesday
keeping in mind that the four in the Union Theater.
records included could easily have
Jose Luis Cano of Madrid 'vill
been limited to three with little appear as the second lecturer in
loss in quality at a savings of four the annual series, "Aspectos de
dollars to the purchaser~
Ia cultura hispanica. Under sponThe first record is the most sorship of the department of
intriguing of the set.
'
modern and classical languages,
It includes two fine Dorsey he will discuss "My Recollections
Brothers selections from the 1928- of Federico Garcia Lorca."
29 period. The second, "Beebe,"
Poet and literary critic, the
features an excellent alto sax speaker is co-editor of the Spansolo by Jimmy. Rounding out the ish literary review, "Insula.'' He
side, legendary cornetist Bix comes from a lecture in Los
Beiderbecke plays on three Frank Angeles and will continue on to
Trumbauer numbers, and Red Austin, Tex.
Nichols leads a spirited "Feelin'
There is no charge for the
No Pain.''
lecture, which will be presented in
Side Two has the famous "Four Spanish, and persons familiar
String Joe" with guitarist Eddie with the language are invited.
Lang and violinist Joe Venuti.
Then Lang leads cornetist Leo
Poetry Reading
McConville, and the Dorsey brothRichard Van Der Vom·t and
ers through "Hot Heels," "Freeze
and Melt,'' and "Bugle Call Rag.'' Donald Eulert will read selecVolume Two rep1·esents the first tions from their work at a comin a long line of stereotyped Red ing poetry reading to be spon·
Nichols ensembles. Worth men- sored by the THUNDERBIRD,
tioning are "Darktown Strutter's UNM's literary arts review. The
Ball," "Davenport Blues," "My reading will be held in Room 231
Gal Sal," and "After You've of the Union on Friday, Nov. 11
at 8 p.m.
Gone.''
This, the first of many "Five
Pennies" groups, had Nichols on
Math Colloquium
cornet, Miff Mole, trombone; JimA mathematics colloquium will
my Dorsey, reeds; Pee Wee Russell, clarinet; and Adrian Rollini, be held at 3:30 p.m. this Thursday by Prof H. L. Bentley, UNM
bass sax.
faculty member. A social session
The last two discs are consider- at 3 will precede his discussion of
ably less impressive. The third "Topology
Without the Union
:includes Red Nichols and his Axiom" in Room 225 Manon
Charleston Chasers on "Mississippi Mud," with clarinetist Fud Hall. All interested persons are
Livingston, and a nicely orch- invited.
estrated Jelly Roll Morton number, "Someday Sweetheart.''
Volume Four is a bit better, if
only for the inclusion of "Getta
Make a note •••
Load of This," a Nichols-Lang
creation. Only four play on this
track (drummer Vic Berton and
pianist Artie Schutt are the
others).
"Brown Sugar," of 1926 vin·
are available at
tagc, is also well done. Side Two,
however, is saved only by Hoagy
associated students bookstore
Carmichael's "Washboard Blues,''
"That's No Bargain," and "Boneyard Shuffie,'' all period pieces.

Speech Is Slated
By Madrid Editor

8'•

r:~ice and Seasoning Secrets
By JAY ROSENBERG
2. It is difficult (though not frequently made to ''one cup of
rice per person.'' What they realWhen it comes to seasoning impossible) to misuse garlic.
3. Thyme does incredible things
ly mean is "one cup of R*I*C*E*
:'·1ur infinity of casseroles, confor lamb.
per person.'' To the uninitiated,
'lll ant use of the principle em4. Oregano is the ~redomiant the results can be quite embarras\'·<died in MAXIM II (the Tasting
sing. Rice expands something
J'.axim) is a sure and safe guide spice in Italian cooking.
6. And Mexican cooking is seaJierce!
i" 1Iavoring success. The followJ ·g suggestions should prove help- soned most heavily with cumin
That is all that I have to tell
and chili powder.
t!•), however:
you about rice. But it's more than
Now, before proceeding any most cookbooks would tell you
1. Anywhere that tomato apfurther in my culinary exposi- about it.
i ars, basil will be welcome.
tion, I must warn you about rice,
Next: Broadening your horizons
First, whenever I make reference -the chicken.
to rice, I mea specifically to exclude precooked rice and shortgrai rice. Neither of these two
forms of lower-echelon rice ever
enters the kitchen of an Impoverished Student. Both become, upon
cooking, soft and gummy. Hence,
Described as one of the major
HARTFORD, Conn. (CPS) if you insist on using lower- theorists of the new poetry, Robi'.. Trinity College dean has picked echelon rice, I have nothing fur- ert Creeley, UNM's poet-lecturer,
c•p a few tips from Congressional ther to say to you. The only rice
(flmmittees and grand juries in worth living with is long~grain, will appear on a nationally-televised program at 10 p.m. on Nov.
tl~aling with students who ignore non-precooked rice I
14.
n'licial requests to meet with him
Rice Equals Rice
Currently on leave from UNM
-~he cites them for "Contempt of
Secondly, I should like to in- as visiting professor at State
C; '()liege.''
··
troduce the following notation:
Dean of students Roy Heath Rice, before cooking, equals University of New York, Buffalo,
V.·'arned last week that if students "rice.'' after .cooking, equals he will appear on KNME, national
television on a coni' 'A not submit their medical clear- "R*I*C"'E.'' The two are related educational
tinuing
program
featuring Amerl<!'lce slips by the end of the week, by the following rule:
ican poets.
J ~ would note on their records
ONE cup of rice makes During the half-hour program
'\Lat they were "held in con- THREE cups of R*I*C*E*.
Creeley will describe how and
i'•mpt of the College for · failure
I tell you this now, for in pro- why his poems take the shape
{; • comply with the College reg- fessional cookbooks, referece is they do.
lJation.''
··"In other words," he wrote,
f'•lntil this matter has been sett ·!~d you will not be considered in
,r.;od standing with the College.''
ELECT
The citation, not included as a
·"'u!~iplinary measure in the official
:). .,iJdent handbook, was initiated
:;zJst year after the dean found
,!\" '.11dents continually forgetting
Republican for
.t.,~pointments with him or else
~r.itoring them. Students have not
COUNTY CLERK
:~..,ken the Dean's new weapon very
.;h'l'ioualy, however, and no pro~l',.o~ta have emerged against his
A U.N.M. graduate maforlng In social studies and govetnment LUCY
~l.!tion, according to some .Trinity

this intensity and lightness well
indeed.
Evening's Highpoint
Itzhak Perlman's performance
was the most unmistakable indication of future dominance that
I have yet seen. I have heard
Andre Watts, a pianist who has
become prominent recently, and
Perlman communicated a stronger
conviction than does Watts. Without breaking it climatically, he
confiedently grasped the Tchaikovsky concerto. I am impressed with
the alert and unwavering conducting of Dr: Frederick. He is
involved without being "dramatic," and his desire for quality
was complemented by the students' efforts Friday night.
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ltzhak Perlman Is Praised,
Concert Is Rated Success
By BRIAN LEO
The concert presented in the
Concert Hall Friday night by the
UNM Symphony, with guest artist Itzhak Perlman, was a great
success, It was well attended, and
the audience was enthusiastic for
the brilliant violinist who dominated Tchaikovsky's violin concerto with clean and evenly powerful handling.
·
It was a respectful and sympathetic confrontation which
struck me as.Dr. Kurt Frederick,
the orchestra's conductor, helped
Mr. Perlman to his seat on stage,
for it was not long ago that Dr.
Frederick was conducting while
seated as the result of an a.ccident.
Situation Different
It was a far different situation
when Mr. Perlman began the fea·
tured selection. He displayed an
intense concentration, firm-jawed
but not smug; he did not address
himself to the audience as a performer, he r.ather insisted that.
his instrument spell out each note
of the piece; he missed none.
Ottorino Respighi was a singular man working an unremitting
orchestral metier in Rome during
the 20's. In his "Roman Cycle,"
an open, structurally complicated
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Late Cargo Rally Take$ Election Vic~ory.

UNM Soccer Team Remains Unbeaten

..

The UNM soccer team continued its winning ways last weekend as they clinched the conference title by rolling over New
Mexico Tech and New Mexico
State on Saturday and Sunday
in Albuquerque.
The Wolfpack ''A'' team beat
the Tech team 10-1 Saturday
morning. Leading the Lobos' attack in the game were forwards
Victor Adeg·unleye and Ali Selahvarzi. Selahvarzi at center forward did a masterful job of moving the ball into scoring range
with his footwork and passing,
Adegunleye used his speed to good
advantage to put the Lobos out in
front with three early goals.
Defense Outstanding
On the defense Leslie Lam was
outstanding breaking up the Tech
attack. Badru Kiggundu was also
brilliant on defense from his fullback position. Doc Doisy, the only
player on the "A" team from the
U.S., played goalie and made two
outstanding saves. Coach Frank
Papcsy summed up Boisy's play
at the goal with .one. short sentence:. "that boy bas a lot of
moxie."
.
UNM GO~LIE ~1fa'edo .
'
moves; oot to lllock 1. shot by a
In
the
..
B"
team
game
the l..obos
New MeXICO State player in Sunday's attlolt against the Aggies.
The l.obos went on to a 6·0 victory over the Aggies and remained · ran up a .3-0 Jead before the half
and then played tenacious defense
undefeated in all competition this season. Next week the Lobos
for the .rest of the game to take
travel to Santa, Fe to ~eet the College «lf Santa Fe. (Lobo Photo
. a 4·0 victory.
.
hyP.awley.)
.
··
Margin Bigger
.
The game with the Aggies was
· not quite as t:lose as tbe first contest in · Las 'cruces. The Lobos·
· ' elitaped with' a lucky 4·2 victory
in the first game and it was even
closer than the score indicated.
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD
The first half of the game Sunday was just as close with the

.
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CSU Rams Trounce Lobos
To Mar UNM Homecoming
f

'\'

The UNM football team ran its
losing streak to six games as they
played the patsy role for the
Rams of Colorado State University to the tune of 45-6 at the
UNM Homecoming game at University Stadium Saturday.
The Rams were just that as
they rammed the ball down the
throats of the meek Lobos. It was
sweet revenge for CSU who had
received a 42-0 beating the last
time they ventured into Loboland.

New Instructors
Added In Physics

The boys from Fort Collins
looked like the best coached team
the Lobos have faced to date. The
pulling guards seldom, if ever,
missed a block. The pass blocking was something that Lobos
fans have given up as a lost
cause. The downfield blocking was
beautiful. Everything was a picture of perfection for the Rams.
The Lobos continued with the
same offensive patterns which
have been so well diagnosed by
the opposition that they seem to
know what the W olfpack will run
before they run it. The defense
played the game in a daze with
the only bright spot being an occasional play when they managed
to stop the Rams for a short
gain.
Lobps Fumble First Play
The game started with the
Lobos receiving the opening kick
and losing the ball on the first
play on a fumble. The Rams
wasted no time getting on the
score board and led 7-0 with 12
minutes to go in the initial period. The Lobos put up little
resistance and the Rams soon had
their second score. This TD
came on a beautiful inside double reverse from the UNM 35.

Five new faculty members were
added this year in the UNM department of physics and astronomy. This brings the total number of faculty to 15.
Seymour S. Alpert, assistant
professor of physics, was recently
a research associate at Columbia
University. His fields of specialization are laser scattering spectroscopy and atomic spectroscopy.
Beckel Was Researcher
Charles L. Beckel is an associate professor of physics. He was
recently a research staff member
of the Institute for Defense AnalADVERTISING RATES:
ysis in Arlington, Va. His fields of CLASSIFIED
4 Une ad., 66c-4 ttm.. , S2.00, Insertions
particular interest are applied muat be .submitted b7 noon on da:v before
publieat!on to Room 169, Student Publl<a·
mathematics, quantum mechanics, tloDJI
Bulldlnc. Phone 277·4002 or 277-4102.
and molecular structure.
TRANSPORTATION
Philip M. Campbell is an assis- RIDE wanted to Dallas Ol' vieinity (en
tant professor of physics. He was
route to Atlanta) before Nov. 22. Need
round trip or otie way. Will share eXpreviously senior physicist at
Penses and driving. Call 266-5449 before
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.
8 a.m.
11/4, 7, 9, 10.
Colston Chandler, an assistant
PERSONALS
professor of physics, was also WOULD persons who hit brown Mustang
in right rear fender at Johnson Gym
formerly a research assistant at
parking lot Thursday night, 8 :00-10 :00
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. p.m.
PICll!le call 298-0107, ask for LlllTJr.
His areas of specialization are
11/7. 9, 10, u.
. SERVICES
high energy particle physics,
statistical mechanics, and nuclear TYPEWRITER sales • repair. SpocW
rates to UNM otudents on all maehln...
structure.
Free plekup 41: delivert. E & E Typ.,.
New Astronomer
writer Servlee, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2480588.
Robert H. Koch, an associate
FOR SALE
professor of astronomy, comes to
UNM from the faculty of the Uni- WHITE dinner ia<ket by "After Six",
excellent ~nditlon, bardlt 'Nom, vert
versity of Massachuutts. His
realonable. alze 4. 4. Clublml. 8611·'1121,
Loll L1t11u.
Uti, 4, 7, 11.
areas of research interest are
stellar photoelectric photometry STUDENT mnet ..U UHi4 Font CIMtOm,
Firat S700 eaoh taw lt. Call W.lf.fl.
and stellar spectroscopy.

The Rams scored aagin in the
first half on a short dive and led
21-0 at the half.
The second half was just more
of the same as the Rams continued to show their ability to
handle the Lobos with ease. They
scored ten more points in the
third quarter and then the second and third strings got 14 in the
last quarter.
In the meantime the Lobos
made a touchdown in the fourth
to stop their scoreless streak at
seven quarters. The last time the
Wolfpack had been in the end
zone prior to their TD against
the Rams was in the final period
of the BYU game.

Wolfpack leading 1-0 at the half.
The lone goal was scored on a
cross center shot by Jamal Pritchard after receiving a pass from
Rafael Lima.
Aggies Strong at First
The Aggies put on a full scale
attack in the first half but the
Lobo defense held them off. Again
leading the defense was Leslie
Lam, who teamed with Jesse
Castaneda to shut out the Aggies.
In the second half Pritchard
opened the scoring with a header
shot following a pass from Adegunleye. Selahvarzi then took up
the scoring and kicked three goals.
One of his scores came on a dive
shot after the. State goalie had
blocked a shot.

Goalie Alfredo Gomez played an
outstanding game and made three
saves which were magnificent. On
one of the saves he made a flying
block of a hard kick and was
hit in the neck by the ball.
The Lobos are now 6-0 in conference play and 7-0 for the season. They still have two conference games to play before they
travel to Denver to meet that
city's club.
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Come in and selett your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cards in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
3501 Lomas NE

255-4989

Every Jitter bit hurts

~~·

W@{lfl
Trash? Litter? Empties? Don't heave
them overboard! Carry a litterbag
in your boat. Hold everything for
the first trash container on shore
or take it home for proper dis·
posal. Remember-our waterways
belong to all of us. Litter pollutes
the waters, fouls propellers, spoils
fishing fun and costs tax dollars!
America's beauty is your duty.
Please help

I

State Treasurer

Thompson
State Auditor
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are paying the highest pi'ices

KEEP AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL
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PAUL F. LARRAZOLO
Republican Candidate for District Judge
2nd Judicial District
Bernalillo, Sandoval and Valencia Counties
Vreron Secon~ World War. Prcsid!!nt, Boord
Untvl!rstty of New Mexico, 1951 _
95Regents
'!· U.
S. Attorney for District of N!!W
Mextco,
1953·1957. .

y

Naw District Judge, 2nd Judicial District
Far Past S Years
Experienced Judge and Lawyer, 21 yeors
practice, native of New Mexico. Attended
UNM from 1929 to 1932. -Pd. Pol. Ad.v..
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with Old Spice Lime
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town for coffee, while the people
using the Desert Room are getting away with mut•der."
Van Drcssc1· said that Senate
recognized that the Union must
make a margin of profit to enable
them to pay off bonds on the building, but that it was also their responsibility to see that the students received the benefits to
which they are entitled.
I<'igures quoted by Van Dresser
indicated that the Union Snack
bar serves 8 to 10 thousand students a day while the Desert
Room serves only 20,000 people a
year. He condemned the prices in
the Desert Room, which offers a
complete meal plus beverage for
only $1.35.
"They get the best food and the
best service in town plus a pot
of coffee on each table, and the
students a1·e paying for it," Van
Dresser said.
William Bierbaum, director of
the Union, defended the policy of
not having refills by quoting the
deficits incurred by the Union.
Last year the Union had a deficit
of $9,156 in food services, which
had to be made up by the university. If tlte Union gave away free
refills this deficit would be increased by $2,500.
Bierbaum and Andre Rouelle,
Union food services director, also
said that when the refill policy
was in effect there were costly
abuses by students. They said that
students would take third and

DISTRICT JUDGE

Draft Committee Formed

Precisely what things depends on what you have in
mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LIME can help.
Its spicy, lime-spiked aroma is very persuasive .•. but
so subtle, even the most wary woman is trapped
before she knows it! Worth trying? You bet it is!

..
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Secretary of State

were the Board, and l'epresentatives of Senate. Van Dresser attacked whut he called the ridi-culously low prices in the Desel't
R(>om, :oayi I'll!: thn t the "<;tudcnt!<

appeJt. ••

•

·Evans

The Union Board last night
dismissed as impractical a
Student Senate proposal asking the Union director to increase prices in the Desert
Room in order to provide additional income to make up
for losses incurred by the
proposed free coffee refill program.
Present at the meeting
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Speech Professor
To Present Paper
Dr. Lloyd Lamb, director of
audiology ·for the UNM Speech
and Hearing Center, will present
a paper at the '8th International
Congress of Audiology in Mexico
City Nov. 6-10.
Titled "Application of Stapedium Muscle Reflex Measures of
Auditory Problems," the paper
also will ·be presented later this
month :to the American S_pee~h .
and Hearing-Association conven~
tion in Washington, D.C.
Dr.· Lamb is interested in· psvchologieal and biological aspects
of hearing in both normal and
hearing-impaired persons. He currently is conducting research in
both of these areas and recently
was awarded a grant from the
University research committee for
equipment to be used in this research.

Cargo

•

A five-member committee on
the draft has been formed by
Student Senate to set up a forum
on the draft, distribute IJU~>stion
naires artd in general to ascertain
stude~t opinion on the draft.
question.
The committee, officially titled
the Selective Service Committee,
was established in an attempt by
student government to concern itself with vital issues rather than

leaving student action to frhtge
groups on campus.
One Student Senator and four
members from the student body
will mnke up the commitce. It is
hoped that the four members
from the student body will be
from varied areas and also be
both graduate students and undergraduates. In this way, Senate
hopes, a cross-sectk·n will be
rept•esented.
So far the question of the

dmft has been left to the individual student with the only or•
ganized action being taken by
Students for a Democratic Society
and faculty members.
Bob McGeorge has been appointed the Senate representative
while applications for the four
remaining seats are open to ill·
terested students. Those wishing
to apply may pick up applications from Jim McAdams in the
Activities Center of the Union.

fomth t•efills, or lend cups to
othe1·s to get free coffee.
Board members questioned the
importance of the refill policy and
asked if the students were really
demanding the reinstatement of
the practice. Senators van Dresser, Morrow, :Marci Bowman, and
Jim Leonard all voiced opposition
to this question.
A proposal to churge 5 cents
a cup for coffee was thrown out
because it would cut the Union income by $20,000. The idea of giving students who bussed their
trays a free refill was tried but
got little response.

The idea of buying mugs which
would give students two cups of
coffee for 15 cents was thrown out
because the mugs which weN to
be pm·chased held exactly 12 oz.,
or a can of beer. Union officials
decided that the temptation for
theft would be too great.
A plan to give students accompanied by a faculty member a disco\mt on coffee was also proposed
but no action was taken. The idea
was to get students and faculty
together over a cup of coffee as
vart of a plan to promote dialogue
between them.
(Continued on page 2)

4 Classes Slated.
For UNM Free U.
Registration for this semester's
session of the Free University
sponsored by student government
will be on Thursday and Friday
from 11:30 to 1:30 in the lobby
of the Union. Classes begin Monday.
The schedule of classes will include four sections limited to 15
students and will last four weeks.
Class offerings include "The
God is Dead Theology" which will
be taught by Richard E. Bright,
directoi' of the Wesley Foundation. The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday from 4 to
5:30 p.m. in Room 231A of the
Union.

Bright's class will study contemporary "God is Dead" theologiuns plus critiques of the
movement by other theologians.
Recommended but not required
text for the class is "Radical Theology and the Death of God."
Lalit K. Sethi, a nutive of India, will teaeh a class on "Sociology: The Family in Modern
Society" on Tuesdays from 5:30
to 7 p.m. in Room 231B of the
Union. The class will study the
various cultures that make up
America and their interrelation(Continued on page 2)

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER

N. M. State
Utah
BYU
Wyoming
Texas Western.--Arizona
Washington St. - - Arizona St.
Oregon
Total points UNM vs. NM State

New Mexico

Contest rules
1. Contest is open to tlNM students only.
.
_
2. OnlY ONE entry wilt bl! a<eepted from each contestant and Every game
must b" picked.
•
3 Contestants mllllt pick total poi_nts on UNM game ,and in case of a t1c
' the contestant coming closest w1ll be declared the wmner.
4. Entries mll8t be received at the Lobo offi<e by 6 p.m. Friday.
5, llo member of Student Publieations i• eligible for prize~.
.·
,
6. Winner will reeeive four tiekcts for the football season to Don Pancho 8
Theater.
7. Entries will be judged by the Lobo sports staff.
a In cas" <>f ties the priz8 will bo divided amon11: the winners.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

